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Surface rover operations at the polar regions of airless bodies, particularly the Moon, are of particular interest to future NASA science missions such as Resource Prospector (RP). Resource Prospector intends to detect and drill for volatiles in permanently shadowed regions.

**Polar optical conditions** present challenges to conventional imaging techniques, with repercussions to driving, safeguarding and science. Some of these conditions are known from prior (Apollo) surface images, but are believed to be more prominent at the poles. Long cast shadows from oblique illumination create large no-go areas and regions of uncertain hazards. The lack of atmospheric scattering gives a chiaroscuro quality of extreme dynamic range. Regolith backscatter and glare play roles in reducing visual contrast at specific azimuthal angles. No surface rover has yet operated in such polar situations.

**Approach.** RP is currently undertaking an effort to characterize imaging performance in polar conditions for stereo vision and human operation. As appearance is a composition of scene reflectance, geometry and illumination, the key idea is to modulate each of these components in a principled and calibrated way while measuring the results with respect to ground truth. For physical testing, our aim is to reproduce appearance phenomena encountered at the Lunar poles in a laboratory setting. A constellation of near-field, low-angle lights with relevant color temperature, flux, and apparent solar diameter produces stark shadows and high dynamic range. Both JSC-1A and NU-LHT regolith simulators are being utilized for experimentation. Terrain geometry, consisting of rock and crater features sampled from size-frequency distributions in a Monte Carlo manner, are constructed by hand.

Terrain test cases and stereo image pairs are ground truthed with state-of-art survey LIDAR scanning which exhibits superior performance in terrestrial conditions. Our test fixture rigidly mounts this sensor along with stereo cameras and prototype rover lighting.

**Analysis.** We have collected over 50Gb of stereo image pairs and LIDAR point clouds. Stereo vision is characterized by comparing 3D point clouds from block matching against registered ground truth using density, accuracy, and hazard detection metrics. These are general 3D data quality metrics for reconstruction. In addition to computing quality metrics, we run FASTA to understand performance for automated rover safeguarding. Given pre-set thresholds for "safe" and "dangerous" slopes and drop-offs, FASTA identifies terrain features that would be risky for a rover to navigate. Each point in a FASTA map represents the terrain "goodness" that is then used to plan minimum risk trajectories through the environment.

**Preliminary results** of this work show that stereo, with the right optical and algorithmic settings, is promising for use in polar navigation. We believe the true benefit of the approach is not only identifying imaging failure cases, but also in providing a big picture statistical view of performance for risk management. We plan to release this data soon as the first polar stereo vision dataset in order to encourage further development in this area.
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